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DGetafe, Madrid, SpainDamián Gulih: dgulih�iop.unlp.edu.ar; Gustavo Funes: gfunes�iop.unlp.edu.ar;Nahuel Lofeudo: nlofeudo�li�a.info.unlp.edu.ar; Leopoldo Garavaglia: garavaglia_leo�hotmail.om;Mario Garavaglia: garavagliam�iop.unlp.edu.arAbstrat. In this paper we propose an algorithm that orretly disards aset of numbers (from a previously de�ned sieve) with an interval of integers.Leopoldo's Theorem states that the remaining integer numbers will generateand ount the omplete list of primes of absolute value greater than 3 in theinterval of interest. This algorithm avoids the problem of generating large listsof numbers, and an be used to ompute (even in parallel) the prime ountingfuntion π (h).Key words and phrases: Prime numbers, sieve, prime ounting funtion, primeounting algorithm. 1. IntrodutionIn [1℄ we reviewed some properties of numbers of the form(1.1) Nα = 6n + 1(α numbers [5℄) and proved that every prime number of absolute value greater than3 an be written in that form onsidering negative values of n. The set of all thisprime generating integers was alled Gα. We also introdued the in�nite matrix Awhose element a (i, j) 1 is(1.2) a (i, j) = i + j (6i + 1)where i, j ∈ Z.Date: February 26th, 2008.1Coordinates are in the Cartesian sense. 1
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−96 −71 −46 −21 4 29 54 79 104
−73 −54 −35 −16 3 22 41 60
−50 −37 −24 −11 2 15 28
−27 −20 −13 −6 1 8

· · · −4 −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3 4 · · ·
19 14 9 4 −1
42 31 20 −2
65 48 −3
88 −4...We also proved it to be symmetrial and saw the behavior of its signs dependingon the ounterlokwise quadrant (axis not onsidered):

• In quadrant I (i ≥ 1, j ≥ 1) all elements are positive
• In quadrant II (i ≤ −1, j ≥ 1): a (i, j) ≤ 0 ∀i, j.
• In quadrant IV (i ≤ −1, j ≤ −1) all elements are positive.

2. Leopoldo's Theorem and the π funtion2.1. Leopoldo's Theorem. Later we de�ned the Ã set as a list of all the nonrepeated o�-axis elements of A. A simple expansion sowed that the elements of Ãdo not generate prime numbers by (1.1). Finally, we stated and proved Leopoldo'stheorem:Theorem 2.1. (Leopoldo's Theorem) Gα = Z − Ã.This means that all integers not generated by (1.2) will generate all primes ofabsolute value greater than 3 by (1.1) (and thus, this would work as a sieve). Somelevel sets of A are shown in Figure 3.1 on the following page.Now, suppose you wish to alulate all prime numbers of absolute value greaterthan 3 up to a ertain value h = 6c + 1 (c > 0), this means omputing π (h) usingLeopoldo's Theorem. At �rst sight, one would have to(1) generate all elements of A up to |a (i, j)| = (h − 1) /6(2) disard the axis elements(3) sort the rest(4) disard repetitions(5) remove them from the interval [−c, c](6) ount the remaining numbers(7) apply (1.1) to show the primes in the intervalWith large numbers, this omputation would beome quikly time and memoryprohibitive. A loser look at the distribution of elements in the sieve gives theanswer to this problem.
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Figure 3.1. Several level sets of f (x, y) = x + y (6x + 1).In Figure 3.2 on the next page, we show the representation of the level sets
f (x, y) = ±c (c > 0). We must only onsider non-repeated elements of Ã orig-inally from within the �star� delimited by(3.1) f (x, y) = ±c = ± (h − 1) /63.1. An algorithmi approah. An exploration of the level sets allows algorith-mi approah to π (h).Algorithm 3.1. We de�ne the Λ algorithm of arguments c1 and c2 (c2 > c1 ≥ 8),as the proedure that(1) Delares a natural variable L = 0(2) For c taking every integer value from c1 to c(a) For integers x from x = −⌊(c + 1) /5⌋ to x = −

⌊(√
1 + 6c + 1

)
/6

⌋sees if
c − x

6x + 1takes an integer value2.(i) if it �nds one, adds 1 to L and goes to step 2(ii) if it doesn't �nd any, goes to step 2b(b) For integers x from x = 1 to x =
⌊(√

1 + 6c − 1
)
/6

⌋ sees if
c − x

6x + 1takes an integer value.(i) if it �nds one, adds 1 to L and goes to step 22This means, (c − x) ≡ 0 (modulo 6x + 1).
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Figure 3.2. Level sets of f (x, y) = x + y (6x + 1) = ±c.(ii) if it doesn't, prints c and 6c + 1, and goes to step 2() For integers from x = −⌊(c + 1) /7⌋ to x = −1 sees if
−c − x

6x + 1takes integer values.(i) if it �nds one, adds 1 to L and goes to the next value of c.(ii) if it doesn't �nd any, prints −c and −6c + 1, and goes to thenext value of c.(3) One the proess has been ompleted up to c2, reports the aumulatedvalue of L:
Λ (c1, c2) = LfinalThis algorithm tells the amount of numbers that do not generate prime numbersby 6c + 1 in the interval [c1, c2], and also gives the list of the missing values aswell as the primes generated by them. So, the amount of prime numbers between

h1 = 6c1 − 1 and h2 = 6c2 + 1 (c1 > 8) is:(3.2) ∆π = 2 (c2 − c1) − Λ (c1, c2) + 1In the partiular ase of c1 = 8 (h1 = 47) and h = 6c2 + 1:(3.3) π (h) = 2c2 − Λ (8, c2)4. Results and ConlusionsIn Table 1, it may be seen that the the proposed algorithm for the π funtionagrees with known results for several testing values. Equations (3.2) and (3.3)enable a parallelization of the omputation of the π funtion with the Λ algorithm.Calulation time grows with the parameter c. The last value in the table tooknearly an hour to be omputed with an AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual Core 4200+.All values were alulated using (3.3). The memory used remains stable, sine it



AN ALGORITHMIC IMPLEMENTATION OF THE π FUNCTION BASED ON A NEW SIEVE5doesn't take more than it needs to store the variables and operations in steps 2a,2b and 2 on the preeding page.
h π (h) π (h) π (h − 3)(Mathematia 5) (Λ Algorithm) [4℄

102 + 3 27 27 25
103 + 3 168 168 168
104 + 3 1229 1229 1229
105 + 3 9593 9593 9592
106 + 3 78499 78499 78498
107 + 3 664579 664579 664579Table 1. Λ algorithm based results versus several known values of π (h).Given the fat that this algorithm evaluates all values between c1 and c2, aswell as the independene of the obtained value ∆π with other intervals, a parallelexpression of the Algorithm is possible using n independent proessors where therange of values c for eah ating proessor is

C1P = c1 +

(
c2 − c1

#P

)
Pn

C2P = C1P +

(
c2 − c1

#P

)
Pnand so on, where #P is the total number of proessors and Pn is the number of agiven proessor in the luster. 5. Future WorksSine the omputing load is equally divided between omputing nodes, the e�-ieny of the proess asymptotially approahes 1 (eah omputing node uses nearly100% of itself to alulate). The speedup tends to #P as new omputing nodesare added whenever (c2 − c1) ≫ #P . In a future paper we will deal with the ase
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